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Educate for peace, and for cultural, artistic and technical-scientific development and,
mostly, the union between all the educators who want to work for solidarity and tolerance.

The World educators´ UCM social network is an
initiative of the UCM cultural electronic magazine:
www.e-innova.ucm and its audiovisual portal in You
Tube: e-innova media. A proyect created by the
doctorate teacher Tomás de Andrés Tripero. Dptº de
Psicología Evolutiva y de la Educación of the UCM.
E-mail: tmandre@ucm.es

Its principal objective is the creation of an
international

alliance

between

educators

with

different educational skills with the aim of reinforce
its relevance and global witness, contributing to
solidary and shared development of the knowledge in
Lienzo “En la Fuente” de
William Adolphe Bouguereau

any part of the world with the purpose of colaborate
with the progress, more innovative and advanced, of
a humanity and knowledge without borders.

Based on the idea about the necessity of establishing universal ethic principles for the
knowledge that could liberate it from the manipulative control of inmoral interests and
could situate it in a progress sphere to fight against the big scourges that threaten human
being, specially children and schoolchild.

We establish this social network as a meeting point in which educators, regardless of the
place and conditions they work, can exchange experiences, initiatives and knowledge for
the common progress of any field of the education.

We understand that the advanced progress of the wisdom is inalienable patrimony of all
the inhabitants of the planet that are in favor of peace, solidarity and tolerance and against
any manifestation of particular or collective suffering.

The total defense of the equal rights between all human being, regardless of their
constitution, sex or condition, is our more general principle.

There are no more requirements to belong to this social network that moral and decided
agreement with the Universal Statement of Human Rights and the Universal Statement
of the Children Rights.

